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How does a Central Void Help
Explain Dark Energy?

● We observe in the redshift cone: Acceleration can be due
to both spatial and temporal changes in the expansion rate.
Maybe the Universe is tricking us?
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Scale Factor at Infinity



Trading Dark Energy for a Void

Copernican
Principle

...
Dark Energy

Extra Dimensions
Modified Gravity



... or Trading Dark Energy for Voids
● Swiss cheese - 250 Mpc holes, please! (arXiv:0710.5505)

● Observational bounds from CMB and SNe
(arXiv: 0712.0370, 0711.4264, 0709.2044,
a-ph/0610331, a-ph/0609120, a-ph/0607334,
a-ph/0512006)

...and many many more. In fact
56 articles on ADS with the
words “Tolman” and “Bondi”
in their abstract since 2006

almost two per month! Only in 2006 the first paper with a χ2

BUT DOES IT WORK ?

Vanderveld et al - 0808.1080



Is the Cold Spot Due to a Void ?

Approximately 2 Gpc comoving size near the horizon
Cruz et al (a-ph/0603859)



The Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi Model
● Describes a space-time, which has spherical symmetry in

the spatial dimensions, but with time and radial
dependence

● Defining an effective matter density and the Hubble rate as
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The Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi Model
● Describes a space-time, which has spherical symmetry in

the spatial dimensions, but with time and radial
dependence

● We find the “local analogy” to the Friedman Equation

where H0(r) and ΩM(r) uniquely describes our model



Our Model (aka the GBH model)
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Our Model (aka the GBH model)

Void Size

Transition Width



Constraining LTB Models
with

Standard
Cosmological Data



Constraining Cosmological Data
● Type Ia Supernovae: 192 SNe compiled by Davis et al

● Simple to do since we just fit against dL(z)

● 1st acoustic peak in the CMB: dC(zrec), sound horizon

● Baryon Acoustic Oscilations:
● Sound horizon, and

● Other constraints:
● fgas = ρb / ρm = ωb / (Ωm h2) = 0.1104±0.0016±0.1
● Hubble key project: H = 72±8 km/s/Mpc (1-σ)
● Globular cluster ages (tBig Bang > 11.2 Gyr)



Fitting the Type Ia Supernovae

The best fit GBH-model has no problem with Type Ia SNe

 SDSS SNe

More high-z SNe
would help



Fitting the 1st Peak in the CMB

● The fit to the first peak is ok - we did not try to fit all data
● LTB perturbation theory (work in progress) to explain low l (ISW)

Position Only!



Scanning the Model Space

● Yellow: Everything, Blue: SNe Ia. Green: CMB. Purple: BAO
● The Type Ia Supernovae constrain Ωmatter

● CMB constrains the Hubble param, because Ωout=1 & ωb=const



Scanning the Model Space

● Yellow: Everything, Blue: SNe Ia. Green: CMB. Purple: BAO
● The SNe and BAO pushes the void size to > 1.5 Gpc
● Some tension between BAO and SNe (waiting for high-z SNe)



Constraining LTB Models
with

Kinetic Sunyaev-Zedovich
Observations

in
Clusters of Galaxies



The Kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich Effect

Small and difficult to measure!



The Induced Dipole for an
Off-centered Cluster

Ç√ Ç√ Ç√

Different expansion histories => different redshifts!



Current Bounds from Observations

Not a single 2-σ detection yet

Something fishy with the internal velocity scatter ?



Forecasted kSZ for LTB models

Void model prediction

FRW prediction



Bounds from Current Observations
- and the role of uncertainties -

Observed velocity
Theoretical error

Peculiar velocity scatter

Systematic shift

NO TWEAKING MAX TWEAKING

Void

FRW



Future Bounds from ACT or SPT
● While the ACT and the SPT telescopes will make

thousands of thermal SZ cluster observations we need
followup in X-rays, radio and/or optical for kSZ

● In the very first kSZ data release the LTB model could be
definitively ruled out or confirmed

10 Clusters 100 Clusters



Conclusions
● Our model can convincingly fit a large set of current

cosmological observations and do it as well as the
ΛCDM model.

● The best fit void size is ~2.3±1 Gpc, approximately
the size of the cold spot.

● LTB models are in mild contradiction with current
kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich observations, if we believe
them.

● In a years time or so the ACT will report their first
results, and either large scale voids are ruled out or
confirmed.

● It seems clear that kSZ measurements will put by far
the strongest observational constraints on LTB
models compared to other cosmological data.


